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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

 
Civil Action Nos.: 1:18-cv-02354-MSK 
         1:18-cv-02903-MSK 
 
TRAILS PRESERVATION ALLIANCE, SAN JUAN TRAIL RIDERS, PUBLIC ACCESS 
PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION, 
 
 Petitioners, 
 
vs. 
 
U.S. FOREST SERVICE; SAN JUAN NATIONAL FOREST; KARA CHADWICK, 
Forest Supervisor; DEREK PADILLA, Dolores District Ranger, 
  

Respondents, 
 
and 
 
WILDEARTH GUARDIANS, SAN JUAN CITIZENS ALLIANCE, DUNTON HOT 
SPRINGS, INC., SHEEP MOUNTAIN ALLIANCE, 
 
 Respondents-Intervenors. 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PETITIONERS’1 REPLY BRIEF 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                        
1 The Court consolidated WildEarth Guardians, et al. v. Padilla et al., No. 1:18-cv-02903 

(D. Colo.) with Trails Preservation Alliance, et al. v. U.S. Forest Service, et al., No. 1:18-cv-02354 
(D. Colo.) and ordered that all future pleadings and filings be filed in the Trails Preservation 
Alliance case with the corresponding caption from that case. See [#17 at 3]. Although the 
above caption reflects WildEarth Guardians, San Juan Citizens Alliance, Dunton Hot 
Springs, Inc., and Sheep Mountain Alliance as Respondents-Intervenors, this reply brief is 
filed on behalf of the aforementioned parties in their role as Petitioners in Case No. 1:18-cv-
02903. 
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INTRODUCTION 

WildEarth Guardians, San Juan Citizens Alliance, Dunton Hot Springs, Inc., and 

Sheep Mountain Alliance (“Citizen Groups”) file this reply brief in their role as Petitioners in 

the companion case (No. 18-cv-02903) to lead case (No. 18-cv-02354) filed by Trails 

Preservation Alliance, San Juan Trail Riders, and Public Access Preservation Alliance 

(“Motorized Users”).2 Citizen Groups challenge the U.S. Forest Service’s decision 

authorizing the Rico West Dolores Roads and Trails Project (“Project”) because it failed to 

consider impacts under the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), and ensure 

consistency with the San Juan Forest Plan in violation of the National Forest Management 

Act (“NFMA”).  

The crux of Citizen Groups’ concern is the impact from motorcycle access during 

spring elk calving and the fall rut, times of year that are crucial to elk reproductive success. 

See Cit. Gr. Pet. Br. [#45 at 8]. The Forest Service ignored this concern during the 

administrative process and now attempts to gloss over those gaps in the record, setting forth 

arguments and explanations that did not appear during the administrative process. See 

Olenhouse v. Cmty Credit Corp., 42 F.3d 1560, 1579-80 (10th Cir. 1994) (judicial review of 

                                                        
2 Citizen Groups are not simply non-motorized users, as labeled by the Forest 

Service. See Resp. Br. [#48 at 2]. Actually, Citizen Groups include life-long residents, local 
business owners, private landowners, wildlife enthusiasts, and more. Mischaracterizing 
Citizen Groups, the Forest Service paints a false picture of motorists versus non-motorists 
and suggests its decision “struck the proper balance” in the middle. But the competing 
interests are more like multiple spokes on a wheel, with the Forest Service at the hub. And 
while the agency has a duty to balance interests under its multiple use mandate, 16 U.S.C. § 
528 et seq., it does not comply with NEPA or NFMA just by landing in the middle. 
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agency action generally cannot rely “on the post hoc rationalizations of counsel”). In sum, the 

Forest Service did not consider impacts from motorcycle access to elk during critical wildlife 

periods, and relied on that incomplete analysis in failing to ensure the Project complies with 

the San Juan Forest Plan. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Citizen Groups have standing to bring this action. 

Motorized Users suggest that because the Project reduces the overall miles of 

motorized trails, Citizen Groups lack standing. Mot. Pet. Br. [#50 at 2-6]. This challenge fails 

for several reasons. 

As an initial matter, that the Project reduces overall miles of motorized trails is not 

dispositive for the standing inquiry. See Cent. Sierra Envtl. Res. Ctr. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 916 F. 

Supp. 2d 1078, 1087 (E.D. Cal. 2013) (holding plaintiffs established redressability even 

where travel plan reduced motorized miles “because the members’ use of those specific trails 

could be affected by permitting motorized use”). The “salient point” is not whether the 

agency action has some benefit to the environment, but whether the alleged injury is fairly 

traceable to the agency’s action, and whether a favorable decision is likely to redress that 

injury. WildEarth Guardians v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 870 F.3d 1222, 1230 (10th Cir. 

2017). 

Motorized Users’ analogy to Backcountry Hunters & Anglers v. U.S. Forest Service fails 

because the remedy Citizen Groups seek here is different. 612 F. App’x 934 (10th Cir. 2015). 
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There, although Plaintiff sought a limited injunction against motorized use on specific trails, 

see No. 1:11-cv-03139-MSK [#1 at 38-39], the court reframed the requested remedy as 

“seeking to undo the temporary 2010 order.” 612 F. App’x at 935. Based on this faulty 

premise, the court concluded “a victory for [Plaintiffs] in this case would seem to do nothing 

to help,” and dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. Id. at 935-936. By contrast, Citizen Groups 

do not seek to vacate the agency’s decision but instead have the Project declared unlawful 

and enjoin motorized use during critical wildlife periods. See Cit. Grp. First Am. Pet. [#41 at 

30]; [#45 at 49] (explaining why the standard APA remedy of complete vacatur of the Forest 

Service’s decision is inappropriate). See also Dine Citizens Against Ruining Our Environment v. 

U.S. Office of Surface Mining Rec. and Enforcement, No. 12-cv-01275-JLK, 2015 WL 1593995, at 

*1 (D. Colo. April 6, 2015). Because a victory for Citizen Groups could reduce motorized 

trail use, it would redress their alleged injuries. Further, courts recognize that “under NEPA, 

a plaintiff need not establish that the ultimate agency decision would change upon [NEPA] 

compliance” because “injury results . . . from the agency’s uninformed decisionmaking.” Comm. 

to Save Rio Hondo v. Lucero, 102 F.3d 445, 452 (10th Cir. 1996) (emphasis in original). 

Citizen Groups prove every element of standing. [#45 at 19-21]. Declarations3 from 

individuals submitted with Citizen Groups’ opening brief demonstrate harms to aesthetic, 

                                                        
3 Motorized Users challenge the substance of the standing declarations. [#50 at 4 n.1] 

(alleging they “stray far beyond any legally-permissible purpose”). Although a court generally 
may review only the administrative record in an APA action, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(F), it may 
consider extra-record evidence that allows plaintiffs to establish standing. U.S. Magnesium, 
LLC v. U.S. E.P.A., 690 F.3d 1157, 1164-1165 (10th Cir. 2012). The Forest Service does not 
challenge the declarations, as Motorized Users assert, but instead challenges Citizen Groups’ 
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economic, and recreational interests in the Rico West Dolores area as a result of the Forest 

Service’s decision without following NEPA or NFMA. Friends of the Earth v. Laidlaw Envtl. 

Serv., 528 U.S. 167, 183 (2000); [#45-1 ¶ 7, 19] (authorizing motorized use until October 31 

will displace elk from areas where Mr. Marion rifle hunts); Henkel Decl. [#45-2 ¶ 8, 34] 

(motorcycle access detracts from quiet enjoyment and pristine wildlife that his resort guests 

seek); Tuddenham Decl. [#45-3 ¶ 7-11] (motorized use June 1 through October 31 will 

disrupt elk when they are highly vulnerable and diminish beauty of the landscape); Farny 

Decl. [#45-4 ¶ 17-20, 23] (declining elk population and fewer elk sightings due to motorized 

use in shoulder seasons that will harm her business).  

Evidence of harm is not required because “reasonable concerns” that harm will occur 

are enough. Comm. to Save Rio Hondo, 102 F.3d at 450. The increased risk of environmental 

harm injures declarants’ concrete interests because they use the land in the Project area, own 

adjacent land, and intend to continue this use but for the Forest Service’s uninformed 

decision. See Marion Decl. [#45-1 ¶ 2-3, 37-38]; Henkel Decl. [#45-2 ¶ 1, 5-7, 10, 30, 34]; 

Tuddenham Decl [#45-3 ¶ 3-4, 9-14]; Farny Decl. [#45-4 ¶ 4, 22]. See also Sec. Henkel Decl. 

(Ex. 1).4 

                                                        
use of the declarations. [#48 at 44 n.15] (noting they are “proper . . . to establish standing” 
but improper to support merits). This court should not strike Citizen Groups’ declarations, 
because they are properly before the court to establish standing. To the extent they are used 
to support merits, see [#45 at 31], we agree the court should disregard citations to the 
declarations. 

4 This Second Declaration of Christoph Henkel is timely filed to support Citizen 
Groups’ reply to Motorized Users’ standing challenge. 
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These injuries are fairly traceable to the Forest Service’s approval of the Project 

without considering impacts to elk calving and rutting under NEPA and NFMA, because the 

Forest Service’s uninformed decision increases the likelihood of injury to Citizen Groups. 

Unlike in Summers v. Earth Island Institute, where the challenged regulations “neither require[d] 

nor forbid any action,” 555 U.S. 488, 493-494 (2009), here NEPA and NFMA require 

specific procedures from the Forest Service. Finally, the injuries are likely to be redressed by 

a favorable decision ordering the Forest Service to comply with NEPA and NFMA by 

considering impacts to elk during critical wildlife periods. Reduced motorized trail use in the 

spring and fall would reduce disruption to elk and quiet enjoyment, redressing Citizen 

Groups’ injuries. Therefore, Citizen Groups adequately demonstrate standing.5 

II. The FEIS violates NEPA because it fails to consider impacts to elk at 
times of the year crucial to elk reproductive success. 
 

The Forest Service’s excuses that it considered the Project’s impacts to elk via road 

and motorized trail density calculations and analysis of security areas fail because neither 

account for times of the year that are crucial to elk reproductive success. [#48 at 38-46]. See 

WildEarth Guardians v. Jeffries, 370 F. Supp. 3d 1208, 1239-1240 (D. Or. 2019) (Forest Service 

failed to take “hard look” at impacts to elk calving and rutting where it did not “articulate[] 

how those areas will be protected during the time [motorized] use overlaps with calving and 

                                                        
5 Because “the presence of one party with standing is sufficient to satisfy Article III’s 

case-or controversy requirement,” Motorized Users’ attacks on Mr. Marion’s declaration 
alone do not defeat Citizen Groups’ standing, supported by additional declarations. Rumsfeld 
v. Forum for Academic and Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 52 n.2 (2006). 
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rutting seasons.”). If Citizen Groups misunderstand the analyses, as the Forest Service 

suggests [#48 at 41], it is because the agency’s record is bare regarding the impacts from 

motorcycle access to spring calving and fall rutting.  

A. Road and motorized trail density calculations are insufficient because 
they do not analyze the impact from motorcycle access during seasons 
crucial to elk reproductive success. 
 

The Forest Service’s reliance on road and motorized trail density calculations are 

insufficient to meet NEPA’s hard look requirement to disclose direct, indirect, and 

cumulative impacts from the Project to elk habitat because they do not consider impacts 

during spring calving and fall rutting. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C); 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.7, 1508.8. 

Citizen Groups do not ignore the density calculations, but in fact explained in detail how 

those calculations do not account for impacts to spring calving and the fall rut because they 

do not consider seasons important for elk. [#45 at 25-26, 35].  

Habitat effectiveness, as determined by road and motorized trail density calculations, 

does not account for time of year. Pointing to the density calculations as the “precise metric” 

used in the forest plan to assess habitat effectiveness of elk production areas, the Forest 

Service omits a key limitation. [#48 at 41]. The full sentence reads: “[h]abitat effectiveness for 

this guideline is considered maintained when road densities within CPW mapped areas . . . are 

less than or equal to 1 mile/square mile.” RW00875 (Guideline 2.13.29, Road and Motorized 

Trail Density) (emphasis added). Citizen Groups do not challenge density calculations as the 

appropriate metric to assess habitat effectiveness of elk production areas, to determine 
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consistency with Guideline 2.13.29.6 But compliance with NFMA does not equal compliance 

with NEPA.7 And nothing in the forest plan supports that habitat effectiveness is the 

“precise metric” for analyzing impacts of motorcycle access to elk at times of the year crucial 

to elk reproductive success.  

The Forest Service’s improper post hoc arguments gloss over information showing 

timing matters because elk are particularly vulnerable to disturbance during spring calving 

and fall rutting. In its FEIS the Forest Service considered six alternatives to managing 

motorized trail use that varied the amount of trails open to motorized use and timing 

restrictions for use. [#48 at 37]. Habitat effectiveness, however, analyzes only the amount of 

trails open to motorized use. It does not address the timing restrictions.8 Compare that with 

elk production areas, expressly defined by time of year. [#48 at 38] (citing RW09321, elk 

production areas are parts “of the overall range of elk occupied by the females from May 15 

to June 15 for calving.”). Plus, evidence in the record shows spring and fall are crucial to elk 

                                                        
6 Nor do we challenge the agency’s methodology. Rather, we challenge reliance on 

density calculations and analysis of security areas to assess impacts to spring calving and the 
fall rut because those analyses do not address the impact of motorcycle access at key times 
of the year. Courts will not defer where “[t]he record is silent regarding the source of [the 
agency’s] determination.” N.M. ex rel. Richardson v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 565 F.3d 683, 715 
(10th Cir. 2009). 

7 Courts have held an agency must comply with each statute when different statutes 
impose similar, but different, obligations on the agency. See, e.g., Seattle Audubon v. Evans, 952 
F.2d 297, 301-02 (9th Cir. 1991) (compliance with ESA does not excuse compliance with 
NFMA). 

8 In turn, the FEIS does not provide evidence “sufficient in volume and quality to 
‘sharply defin[e] the issues and provid[e] a clear basis for choice among options.” WildEarth 
Guardians, 870 F.3d at 1235 (quoting Citizens’ Comm. to Save Our Canyons v. Krueger, 513 F.3d 
1169, 1179 (10th Cir. 2008)). 
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reproductive success. [#45 at 11-14, 33-34, 38]. To claim that density calculations meet the 

agency’s duty to take a hard look at impacts to elk stretches the analysis too far. Because 

habitat effectiveness does not consider seasonal importance, the Forest Service’s reliance on 

density calculations to assess impacts on spring calving and fall rutting “entirely fail[s] to 

consider an important aspect of the problem.” Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State 

Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983).  

B. Similarly, reliance on security area analysis violates NEPA because it 
does not account for time of year. 
 

Because it failed to consider the impacts at crucial times of year, the Forest Service’s 

reliance on analysis of security areas is inadequate to meet NEPA’s hard look requirement. 

[#48 at 39-45]. For instance, the Forest Service does not explain how it analyzed impacts 

from motorized use during the spring calving season in its description of how it identified 

and assessed the effectiveness of security areas. [#48 at 39-40]. Nor does it explain why it 

ignored impacts to rearing in its assessment of security area effectiveness, even though 

rearing is the third broad habitat requirement for elk (in addition to forage and cover). 

Compare [#45 at 26-27] with [#48 at 39-40]. Again, Citizen Groups do not challenge the 

agency’s methodology.  Rather, we challenge reliance on security area analysis to claim the 

Forest Service took a hard look at the Project’s impacts to elk during critical wildlife periods. 

The Forest Service claims it did not substitute habitat effectiveness for security, 

capability, or productive capacity of elk habitat, but its own arguments show the contrary. 

[#48 at 42 n.13]. The agency analyzed habitat effectiveness based on road and trail density 
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calculations, and cover and forage within security areas. [#48 at 38-42]. It now points to 

those analyses as sufficient to meet NEPA’s hard look. Id. But habitat effectiveness is “the 

percentage of available habitat that is used by elk outside the hunting season,” [#48 at 39 

n.11], so by definition the agency’s analysis does not consider impacts to elk during fall 

rutting (which overlaps with the hunting season). Nothing in the record shows the agency 

accounts for spring and fall in its analysis of habitat effectiveness. Focusing on the 

geographic overlap between elk production areas and security areas, the Forest Service goes 

even further to propose security areas could be a proxy for assessing impacts to elk 

production areas. [#48 at 42-43]. Citizen Groups’ opening brief explains why this 

substitution would be arbitrary and capricious. [#45 at 26-30].9  

C. Conclusory statements are insufficient to comply with NEPA.  
 

Glossing over the gaps in its record, the Forest Service states it “assessed road and 

motorized trail density as well as security areas based on the time period in which motorized 

use of the trails would be allowed under each alternative.” [#48 at 44]. Tellingly, the agency 

cites nothing in support. Id. It later points to the road and motorized trail density 

calculations and analysis of security areas. [#48 at 45]. As noted, neither of these analyses 

account for timing, nor did the Forest Service make this claim during the administrative 

process. Citizen Groups explained why timing of motorized disturbance on the landscape 

                                                        
9 As improper post hoc rationalizations set forth for the first time in litigation, these 

arguments fail to demonstrate compliance with NEPA. Olenhouse, 42. F.3d at 1579-80. 
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matters, [#45 at 33-34, 37-39], but the Forest Service ignores this information and instead 

mischaracterizes it as a disagreement with the alternative ultimately selected. [#48 at 45].10  

The Forest Service cites to conclusions that do not disclose, much less analyze, the 

impacts from various timing restrictions under Alternative B as compared to Alternatives B 

Modified, C, D, or E. See [#48 at 40] (citing RW09324); [#48 at 41] (citing RW09325); [#48 

at 44-45] (citing RW09325). “[C]onclusory remarks” like these are insufficient under NEPA 

because they “do not equip a decisionmaker to make an informed decision about alternative 

courses of action or a court to review the [agency’s] reasoning.” Natural Resources Defense 

Council v. Hodel, 865 F.2d 288, 298 (D.C. Cir. 1988). 

D. The Forest Service failed to show how it considered cumulative impacts 
of allowing motorcycle access in the fall. 
 

The Forest Service misunderstands Citizen Groups’ cumulative impacts argument, 

responding that the density calculations and security area analysis apply year-round and 

therefore included impacts during hunting season. [#48 at 45]. This blanket approach does 

not consider the impacts of different fall timing restrictions, much less how motorcycle 

access until October 31, as opposed to September 8, will result in cumulative impacts to elk 

when added to the impacts from various fall hunting seasons. See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 

(defining cumulative impacts as “the impact on the environment which results from the 

incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably 

                                                        
10 Although Citizen Groups may disagree with the agency’s ultimate decision, here we 

merely seek to hold the agency accountable under the law. 
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foreseeable future actions”). See also [#45 at 36-37]. In setting up its false straw man, the 

Forest Service yet again ignores the question of timing, an important aspect of the problem. 

At bottom, the Forest Service should have analyzed and disclosed impacts to elk 

from motorcycle access during critical wildlife periods, but did not. If it had considered these 

impacts, the agency would have disclosed that its chosen alternative is less protective of 

spring calving and the fall rut than other alternatives. [#45 at 32-35]. By ignoring time of 

year, the Forest Service thwarts NEPA’s twin aims to ensure the “agency . . . consider[s] 

every significant aspect of the environmental impact of a proposed action,” and the agency 

“will inform the public that it has indeed considered environmental concerns.” Baltimore Gas 

& Elec. Co. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983). Because neither the FEIS or 

ROD analyze the impact of allowing motorized use on trails during seasons crucial to elk 

reproductive success, the agency’s decision violates NEPA and is arbitrary and capricious. 5 

U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). 

III. The Project is inconsistent with the plain language of the San Juan Forest 
Plan in violation of NFMA. 
 

NFMA requires the Forest Service to manage this Project in compliance with the San 

Juan Forest Plan. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(i); 36 C.F.R. § 219.10(e); Ohio Forestry Ass’n, Inc. v. Sierra 

Club, 523 U.S. 726, 729-30 (1998). The Forest Service cannot avoid this legal duty by 

claiming broad discretion for how to implement the plan components, and then claim 

deference for those determinations.  
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It is true that the Forest Service has discretion over the implementation of certain 

forest plan components. See Lamb v. Thompson, 265 F.3d 1038, 1047 (10th Cir. 2001). But it 

does not follow that NFMA’s consistency requirement is completely discretionary. See Norton 

v. Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, 542 U.S. 55, 71 (2004) (noting that “an action called for in 

a [land use] plan may be compelled . . . when the language in the plan itself creates a 

commitment binding on the agency”). Thus, the extent of agency discretion depends on the 

particular language of the plan component in question. See Alliance for the Wild Rockies v. U.S. 

Forest Serv., 907 F.3d 1105, 1110 (9th Cir. 2018) (“The Forest Service must strictly comply 

with a forest plan’s ‘standards,’ . . . but it may deviate from the forest plan’s ‘guidelines,’ so 

long as the rationale for deviation is documented”). Here, the Forest Service did not provide 

a rationale for deviating from guidelines. 

And while courts generally defer to the Forest Service’s interpretation of its own 

forest plan unless it is “plainly erroneous or inconsistent with” the plan, that deference has 

limits. Presley v. Etowah County Comm’n, 502 U.S. 491, 508 (1992) (“Deference does not mean 

acquiescence”). In particular, courts will not defer to an agency’s interpretation of a 

regulation if “an alternative reading is compelled by the regulation’s plain language.” Thomas 

Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 U.S. 504, 512 (1994). Even if entitled to deference, “[a]n agency’s 

interpretation of its own regulations . . . nevertheless will be set aside if it is the product of a 

decisionmaking process deemed arbitrary or capricious, or if it lacks factual support.” 

Olenhouse, 42 F.3d at 1575-76.  
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As demonstrated in Citizen Groups’ opening brief, the Project is inconsistent with 

the San Juan Forest Plan in violation of NFMA. [#45 at 39-49]. The Forest Service responds 

that it determined the Project is consistent the forest plan, and broadly claims deference for 

that determination. [#48 at 47]. Yet it failed to identify any aspect of the three guidelines or 

one desired condition that renders these components ambiguous or discretionary. Even if 

the court finds some ambiguity, because the Forest Service’s interpretations are plainly 

erroneous and inconsistent with the forest plan as well as contrary to evidence in the record, 

the agency does not deserve deference and its determinations must fail. 

A. The Forest Service deserves no deference for its excuses about why the 
Project is inconsistent with Guideline 2.3.59. 
 

Because it allows motorized vehicle use of trails through elk production areas starting 

June 1, this Project is inconsistent with the access restrictions from May 15 to June 30. [#45 

at 41-45]. Guideline 2.3.59 states:  

Projects or activities that adversely impact . . . elk production areas should be 
limited or avoided. This will keep reproductive success from being negatively 
impacted from management activities by using access restrictions during the 
following periods . . . Elk: May 15-June 30. 
 

RW00812. The Forest Service does not dispute the inconsistency between the Guideline’s 

timing restrictions and Project timing restrictions. Instead, it claims discretion to determine 

the plan component does not apply, and that the Project does not adversely impact elk 

production areas. [#48 at 47]. Neither excuse deserves deference. 

The first excuse, that Guideline 2.3.59 does not apply, is contrary to the plain 

language of its own forest plan and NFMA and therefore does not deserve deference. See, 
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e.g., Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 418 F.3d 953, 962 (9th Cir. 2005) (“An 

agency’s position that is contrary to the clear language of a Forest Plan is not entitled to 

deference.”). Here, the express language of the San Juan Forest Plan requires a specific 

showing where the Forest Service “finds that deviation . . . is necessary.” RW00779. 

Specifically, the forest plan states that the agency “must record the reasons for deviation as 

part of the project decision,” and “explain how the intent of the guideline . . . is being met 

through alternative means.” Id. Citizen Groups explained how the Forest Service did not 

follow its own forest plan requirement to disclose in its FEIS or ROD why deviation from 

Guideline 2.3.59 is necessary. [#45 at 41-45]. 

The agency’s suggestion that it did not deviate from Guideline 2.3.59, but instead 

determined it does not apply, is inconsistent with the forest plan. [#48 at 48, n.17] (noting 

that “even if the Forest Service had deviated from guideline 2.3.59 and was required to 

explain its deviation”).11 Allowing motorcycle access to cut through elk production areas 

starting June 1 is a deviation from Guideline 2.3.59. The forest plan’s plain language requires 

the Forest Service to show why this deviation is necessary. There is no discretion to 

determine the guideline does not apply. Because the agency fails to identify any aspect that is 

vague or ambiguous, the plain language controls and deference is not warranted. To defer to 

the Forest Service’s interpretation that it is free to pick and choose when a forest plan 

component applies would eviscerate NFMA’s requirement that projects “shall be consistent 

                                                        
11 The court should disregard this improper post hoc rationalization. Olenhouse, 42 F.3d 

at 1580. 
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with the land management plans.” 16 U.S.C. § 1604(i). Because the agency’s claim to broad 

discretion is inconsistent with its own forest plan and NFMA, it deserves no deference. 

The Forest Service relies on Lamb v. Thompson to support broad deference, but there 

the agency made a strong showing in the record for why a deviation was necessary. 265 F.3d 

at 1050 (Forest Service “actively and explicitly balanced, on the record, the [relevant] 

provisions of the Forest Plan.”). By contrast, here the Forest Service did not even attempt 

the type of discretionary balancing at issue in Lamb. 265 F.3d at 1049. 

Even if this court finds the forest plan ambiguous about deviations from guidelines, 

the Forest Service’s second excuse that Guideline 2.3.59 does not apply because the Project 

does not adversely impact elk production areas is erroneous. For one, Guideline 2.3.59’s 

plain language is precautionary and does not require a showing of harm before it applies. 

RW00812 (directing agency to limit “activities that adversely impact . . . elk production 

areas” because “[t]his will keep reproductive success from being negatively impacted . . .”) 

(emphasis added).  The Forest Service effectively proposes a new requirement that does not 

exist in the forest plan. The idea that the agency can wait until the elk herd is diminished and 

no longer meeting CPW’s population objectives before the plan component kicks in would 

subvert the forest plan’s purpose. See, e.g., RW00143 (anticipating “potential for habitat 

conditions in key wildlife habitats to decline,” the forest plan includes components “to 

maintain or improve habitat conditions in key wildlife habitat areas such as . . . parturition 

areas”) (emphasis added). 
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Moreover, the record does not support that the Project does not adversely impact elk 

production areas. Compare [#41 at 15-16 ¶ 40] with [#28 at 6-7 ¶ 40] (admitting that 

“[d]isturbance associated with roads and trails has been identified by [CPW] as having 

negative impacts to elk and production.”). Maintaining elk habitat effectiveness is not 

synonymous with preventing any adverse impacts to elk production areas. [#45 at 42-43]. 

The Forest Service claims that because motorized trail densities in elk production areas 

remain below one mile per square mile, “[b]y definition” elk production areas remain 

effective. [#48 at 47]. This may be true for determining consistency with Guideline 2.13.29 

(Road and Motorized Trail Density), but it does not demonstrate that the Project lacks 

adverse impacts. As stated, the density calculations measure habitat effectiveness to comply 

with Guideline 2.13.29, not Guideline 2.3.59. RW09322 (“to address Forest Plan guidelines 

2.3.62 and 2.3.63 an analysis of habitat effective[ness] and wildlife security was 

undertaken.”). Nothing in the FEIS or ROD supports that density calculations and security 

area analysis demonstrate no adverse impacts to elk production areas.12 Because those 

analyses ignore the impact of motorcycle access during spring elk calving and fall rut when—

as the record shows—elk are highly vulnerable to disturbance, it is arbitrary and capricious 

                                                        
12 In fact, the Forest Service recognized the Project will impact elk production areas. 

[#48 at 48] (citing RW10606, “habitat security areas help offset the impacts of motor vehicle 
use”) (emphasis added).  
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for the agency to rely on density calculations and security area analysis to claim the Project 

has no adverse impacts to elk production areas.13  

Because it relies on the faulty premise that analysis of habitat effectiveness shows 

there will be no adverse impacts to elk production areas, the Forest Service’s determination 

that this Project is consistent with Guideline 2.3.59 violates NFMA and is arbitrary and 

capricious. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(i); 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). See also WildEarth Guardians, 370 F. 

Supp. 3d at 1233-35 (holding the Forest Service violated NFMA and forest plan by failing to 

protect elk habitat during calving and rutting season). 

B. The Project is inconsistent with Guideline 2.3.62 because it reduces 
habitat effectiveness in elk production areas. 
 

In its response to Guideline 2.3.62,14 again the Forest Service criticizes Citizen 

Groups for ignoring the road density analysis. [#48 at 48-49]. But Citizen Groups’ opening 

brief points out that the road density analysis fails to consider the impacts of motorcycle 

access on elk production areas during critical wildlife periods. [#45 at 46]. Even if correct 

that production areas will remain effective—something we disagree with—that ultimately 

does not matter because this guideline directs the Forest Service to not reduce habitat 

effectiveness. Here the record shows that allowing motorcycles in elk production areas 

                                                        
13 The Forest Service criticizes Citizen Groups for recycling arguments about the 

agency’s failure to consider impacts to elk production areas under NEPA, [#48 at 48 n.17], 
but that is because the agency relies on the same density calculations and security area 
analysis to claim compliance with NFMA. [#48 at 47]. 

14 Guideline 2.3.62 directs that “Projects or activities in . . . production areas . . . 
should be designed and conducted in a manner that preserves and does not reduce habitat 
effectiveness within those mapped areas.” RW00813. 
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starting June 1 will reduce elk habitat effectiveness. See, e.g., RW00179 (“presence of roads 

and trails open to motorized use reduces habitat effectiveness”); RW09319 (“Elk habitat 

effectiveness can be adversely influenced by the presence of roads and trails that are open to 

vehicular traffic.”). 

The Forest Service does not attempt to square its determination with evidence in the 

record, instead asserting the density calculations show elk production areas will remain 

effective. [#48 at 48-49]. But the road and motorized trail density threshold of one mile per 

square mile signifies an upper limit, beyond which Guideline 2.13.29 directs the Forest 

Service to design actions to maintain habitat effectiveness. RW00875. Even if motorized 

densities remain below the threshold and do not trigger additional design actions, by 

allowing motorized trails to cut through elk production areas at the precise time of year that 

is crucial to elk calving the Project reduces habitat effectiveness in violation of Guideline 

2.3.62. The Forest Service’s determination to the contrary without a supporting rationale “is, 

in effect, no explanation at all.” Alliance for the Wild Rockies, 907 F.3d at 1114.  

C. The Project is inconsistent with Guideline 2.3.63 because it does not 
maintain effective habitat components. 
 

Because spring calving and the fall rut are critical life functions, by authorizing 

motorcycle use through habitat that supports critical life functions at important times of the 

year the Project does not maintain effective habitat components in violation of Guideline 

2.3.63. [#45 at 47-48]. The Forest Service’s response appears to suggest that Guideline 2.3.63 

does not matter since elk populations have met CPW objectives for decades. [#48 at 49]. But 
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Guideline 2.3.63 is not conditioned on elk populations dropping below CPW population 

objectives. The plain language anticipates the contrary:  

In order to provide for healthy ungulate populations capable of meeting state 
population objectives, anthropomorphic activity . . . should be designed to 
maintain and continue to provide effective habitat components that support 
critical life functions. 

 
RW00813 (emphasis added). 

What’s more, the Forest Service cherry picks language from the 2013 FEIS analyzing 

the forest plan, that “nowhere on the [Forest] is human disturbance thought to be limiting 

animal populations.” [#48 at 49] (citing RW00142). Elsewhere, however, that same FEIS 

discloses that although not limiting wildlife populations, human disturbance has caused 

declines in habitat effectiveness. RW00141 (“The expansion of recreation trail networks, and 

increasing numbers of users on existing trail networks, have resulted in gradual declines in 

wildlife habitat effectiveness around existing trail networks” and “[t]hese trends . . . are 

expected to continue for the foreseeable future”). See also RW052277; RW05264-RW05263 

(repeated warnings by CPW that the elk population in the project area is on a downward 

trend). 

The Forest Service’s reliance on future, hypothetical adjustments via adaptive 

management fails to demonstrate consistency. [#48 at 49] (citing RW00218). See Ohio Forestry 

Ass’n, 523 U.S. at 729-30 (duty to demonstrate consistency applies at the time of the 

decision, not at a speculative future date). Because the forest plan’s plain language does not 

authorize deviation from a guideline under basic principles of adaptive management, the 
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Forest Service deserves no deference on this point. Similarly, reliance on motorized density 

and security area analyses fail to demonstrate consistency. As just one example, the security 

area analysis considers access to forage, cover, and water, but ignores rearing—the one 

broad habitat requirement for elk directly related to the critical life function of reproductive 

success. [#45 at 26-27, 48]. By failing to provide effective habitat components that support 

critical life functions, the Project violates the forest plan and the Forest Service’s 

determination to the contrary does not deserve deference. 

D. The Forest Service failed to explain how the Project is consistent with 
Desired Condition 2.3.22. 
 

Citizen Groups alleged that (1) the Project is inconsistent with Desired Condition 

2.3.22,15 and (2) the record lacks a rational explanation showing how the Forest Service’s 

decision complies with this forest plan directive. [#45 at 48-49]. On the latter point, the 

agency’s response does not identify a rational explanation in the record for how the Project 

complies with Desired Condition 2.3.22 in violation of NFMA. Utahns for Better Transp. v. 

U.S. Dept. of Transp., 305 F.3d 1152, 1165 (10th Cir. 2002) (“Agencies are under an obligation 

to follow their own regulations . . . or provide a rational explanation for their departure”). In 

turn, the Forest Service’s responsive arguments made for the first time in litigation are 

precisely the type of “post hoc rationalizations of counsel” the Tenth Circuit has rejected. 

Olenhouse, 42 F.3d at 1580. 

                                                        
15 Desired Condition 2.3.22 states: “Management activities and human disturbance 

levels (especially in .  . . calving grounds) provide effective habitat capable of meeting state 
population objectives.” RW00809. 
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First, the Forest Service states that desired conditions are aspirational and therefore 

not judicially enforceable. [#48 at 50]. Its reliance on In re Big Thorne Project, however, is 

misplaced because the plan component in that case used discretionary language. 857 F.3d 

968, 974 (9th Cir. 2017) (directing the Service “[p]rovide, where possible, sufficient deer habitat 

capability to . . . maintain sustainable wolf populations”) (emphasis from the court). 

Focusing on the phrase “where possible,” the court concluded the language established “an 

aspiration, not an obligation.” Id. at 974. In stark contrast, Desired Condition 2.3.22 does not 

contain aspirational language. Labeling a plan component “aspirational” in briefing does not 

make it so.  

Second, the Forest Service claims that even if Desired Condition 2.3.22 were 

judicially enforceable, the record shows the Project will retain effective elk production areas 

and elk security areas. [#48 at 50]. It cites to nothing in the record to support this claim. 

Because the FEIS and ROD do not assess motorized impacts from the Project to calving 

grounds, and evidence in the record shows that motorcycle access in calving grounds at 

times authorized by the Project will have adverse impacts, see [#45 at 13-14, 32-33], and will 

reduce habitat effectiveness, RW00179, the Forest Service’s conclusion is not reasonable. 

Because the Forest Service did not explain how the Project contributes to maintaining or 

achieving Desired Condition 2.3.22, its determination violates NFMA and is arbitrary and 

capricious. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). Greenpeace, Inc. v. Stewart, 743 F. App’x 878, 879 (9th Cir. 

2018) (Forest Service violated NFMA where it “failed to explain how its . . . calculations 

complied with the [forest plan]”). 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the above, Citizen Groups respectfully request that this Court declare the 

Forest Service’s approval of the Project violates NEPA, NFMA, and their implementing 

regulations. Because this case presents a unique situation where the standard APA remedy of 

complete vacatur of the decision is inappropriate, we will address the appropriate relief in 

supplemental briefing as necessary. See [#41 at 49] (citing [#24 at 5 para 9]). 

Respectfully submitted this 1st day of November, 2019. 
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